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Dimension Observer is a superb collection of glistening gems 
whose beauty and charm is bound to draw in everyone who 
hears them. There is no weakness in Basic Guys armour, the 
beats are strong and clean but also complex, the use of synth 
strings is nothing short of immaculate while the leads and 
SFX are equally excellent. Basic Guy gives credit to various 
sources for inspiration during the production process, 
namely, works by Vince Watson have played a role, as has the 
Sci-Fi game Home World 2. In terms of production quality, 
Basic Guy is thankful to German producer Reinier Zonneveld 
for his amazing technique improving tips. If track record is 
anything to go by then expect great reaction from this album, 
Basic Guy’s recent single on City Wall, “Engineer’s Dream” 
went out earlier this year and garnered praise from a massive 
cross section of respected individuals, not least, the 
legendary Gayle San, who assures us it is on her play list! 
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2. Converter 
Awesome. Amazing soaring, rising feelings fitted amid large soft drums, topped off with a killer vox sample. 

 

1. Last Call from Orion 
Beautiful strings, bleeps and beeps, all amidst strong beats and dramatic SFX, a fine journey piece. 
 

3. Engineer’s Dream 
Rolling basslines and great synths create an immaculate and emotive 
landscape that echoes through the soul. 
 

5. Child of TrES 2b 
There’s a fresh pace to TrES 2b that is both exciting and liberating, a 
signal that things are changing. 
 

4. Taun TX 
Deep, deep vibes with trademark Basic Guy strings and quality reverbs, 
intense yet cooling on the brain. 
 

6. Shadows 
Tough kicks and bass here but still those trademark strings plus an awe 
inspiring set of bleeps and stabs. 
 

8. Sun Eater 
This ones a real stomper! Huge kicks with a twisting, rising, yet measured synth lead. Superb. 

 

7. Andromeda 
Four to the floor with plenty of squelch and power. Oh and those strings! One for Laurent Garnier? 
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